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What is the purpose of your brand? why does it exists?

 

 

what the mission for your brand? what does it do? and how do you do it? 

 

 

what is the vision for your brand? In 5 years where do you see your brand?

 

 

 

How you you plan to execute your brand goals? 

 

 

 

What Values guide your decisions as a business?

 

 

Brand heart "The blueprint"Brand heart "The blueprint"

This document will serve as your Brand Strategy. Please be Detailed
with the answers you give to the following questions. This will be used

as a reference during the designing process.
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"A  Brand without a strategy is just a hobby!"
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 Bossesonlyla promotes entrepreneurship in the city of Los Angeles by equipping our

business owners with professional quality branding that's reflects their ideas with a

strong visual presence. 

 The reason why I started this business is because I've once been in your shoes, trying to start a business from an idea
that I loved but didn't know the first thing about how to build. after so many trial an errors I realized I could use my
gift and what i've learned to brand myself as a brand strategist/ designer. I  decided to take what I learned through

my mistakes, and give the game to the next boss from my city, simply because I'm big on 
seeing people from my city boss up and win. I believe a win for one of us is a win for all of us.

 in 5 years i hope to see designs created by bossesonlyla circulating around  with the

reputation of being la's go- to brand designer. i want be the first thing that comes to mind

when someone in la decides to start a business, the right way. I want for brands that need a

boost to come see me when they feel ready to transition from a idea to a fully functioning

business with an aesthetic that commands attention.

i began by collaborating with a upcoming business owner with  a following larger than my own. I offered to

work for free to learn what i needed to know to structure  my collab process, once i was done i watched to

see how the designs i created helped give her business the legitimacy it needed, to level up. to prove to

myself that my formula to a successful business worked, i took on another project for free, one where i

was allowed the opportunity to be more hands on in the business strategy, and i watched the analytics

prove my point. now i knowhow much my work i worth, and that if i continue to improve my process, i can get

even better results with the next project.

i want to work with people focused more on getting the business right than making the money, because when the money stops,
the grind stops, and all my work is for nothing. i refuse to work with or waste my time working with "business owners" who

dont want to do the work of learning their own business and the purpose it serves to the  people. im not sacrificing the
integrity of my brand working with anyone not willing to dig deep to succeed. ive put in 9 years learning and losing, i've done

designs that would have done well had the owner put the proper drive behind it. it's disappointing as an artist.
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If your brand were a celebrity, would would it be?

Brand messaging "The core"Brand messaging "The core"
How do we want to Talk about the brand? (when thinking about

brand message, what do you want to convey?)

what are the functional and emotional benefits of your
products or services? 

how does it solve a problem for the customer? 

does your brand have key stories? (what makes you unique?) 

brand tone, how would you like y our brand to sound in different context?
(professional, sassy, bold, humorous) 

What is your brand mantra/Tagline? (a sentence or phrase
used to summarize a market position)

what about your products/service sets you apart from competitors?
 (why should customers choose you instead?)

who would you consider your competition to be? and what points
 do you want to get across to differentiate yourself?

Which brands inspire you? (why does their brand voice
resonate with you?)

 The reason why I started this business is because I've once been in your shoes, trying to start a business from an idea that I loved but didn't know the first
thing about how to build. after so many trial an errors I realized I could use my gift and brand myself as a graphic designer. I  decided to take what I learned

through my mistakes, and give the game to the next boss from my city, simply because I'm big on 
seeing people from my city boss up and win. I believe a win for one of us is a win for all of us.

The benefit of working with me is knowing you have someone
who has your back, as well as someone who can take your

idea, and execute it beyond your vision.
 

There will be times naturally where you are going to want to
quit. times when money is tight as life gets to be too much.

working with me is like having a partner in crime. my job is to
give you some time to rest. check on you, and get you back on
track and refocused. know that i got you, i just need you to

want it bad enough to get back on your shit.

we aim for longevity!!
When it comes to building a memorable brand,

consistency is Everything!
" Strong brands have clear brand core values,

appealing visuals, and a long-term brand
strategy. "

 

humorous and loving but with a tough undertone used to
push you past your limits.

Tagline: "About my Business" + "Making moves, not excuses"
Meaning: "to be focused." Not allowing outside entities to stop you or hold

you back from reaching the top

- offer my services at competitive prices
 -apart of being a good designer, is being a great listener.

I tend to challenge my clients to stay consistent+ to stay focused on the bigger picture  
-always working to perfect my craft and add to my skill set to produce better graphics 

@saltedink: I like the way she structured her business, I dislike her
color scheme

@Thefourhouseco: i like that she creates for women owned businesses,
and I dislike the lack of variety

my competition would be apps and websites like Canva. only because it makes it easy for brand
owners on a budget to create brand content without a designer, However it take an experienced

designer to know importance of being consistent with your aesthetic, and point out where you are
making mistakes, that are costing you customers and money.

sounds super cliché but my brand would be a Nipsey Hussle.

"The highest Human act is to inspire"
before his death i watched an interview of him talking about the importance of building up our own community and buying back the block, passing down game, and giving

tough love to those  neighbors off track. that interview changed my life because at the time i was throwing away money on a failing tshirt business, yet i had so much
Talent and know how. that day i found out the meaning of Re-branding, and have been using it to my advantage ever since, with "the buy back the blocc" interview as the

motivation.
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How would you describe your brand aesthetic? Circle one.

What type of experience do you want your customer to
walk away with? (when people interact with your brand,

how do you want them to feel?)

describe your ideal customer? what type of person are you appealing to?

What colors are you interested in using for your palette?
(minimum of 3 colors)

Do you have a font choice or combo? If not what font styles are you interested
in? Ex: handwritten, classic, elegant, bold, luxury,

what icons, or images are associated with your brand? (ex: a leaf, stars,
tree, makeup brush)

do you have any content or creative element to include? (ex:
vector art, illustrations)

[Editorial/Luxury]      [Street]     [Tribal]    

 [Vintage]      [Art Deco]     [70's vibe]      [grunge]

[sporty]      [handmade/sketchy]       [minimal]     

 [futuristic]      [retro]     [elegant/wedding]

[playful/children]      [floral/nature]       

 [rough/brush]

Brand identity "The look"Brand identity "The look"

I want my customers to walk away with a vision of

how to be to be bigger and better, feeling encouraged

and motivated to find their passion and begin

cultivating it, and to have learned that every failed

attempt is a lesson learned. I believe you are living in

your full potential when you love what you do, and

ready for the next challenge.  

my brand appeals to anyone from the LA area thats serious about investing into starting a business, and staying consistent to
make sure it last. my job is to push Your vision for your brand forward, possibly further than you imagined it can go. and to get you to

introduce me and the world to your brand and its purpose. to do that, you as the client Need to understand the ins and outs of it, just like
you would a small child.  I also would want to work with anyone who may have already started a business but ready to give their brand a

refresh

HandWritten
BOLD

Brain in a suit holding briefcase- Boss
Mentality

Palm Trees- Made in Los Angeles

Custom abstract pattern


